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Abstract 
Hansen, P., M. Labbt and B. Nicolas, The continuous center set of a network, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 30 (1991) 181-195. 
The continuous radius of a network N is the minimum for all points of N (i.e., vertices or points 
on edges) of the maximum distance from x to any other point y of N. 
Any point of N remote from any other point of a distance not exceeding the continuous radius 
is a continuous center. The continuous center set of N is the union of all continuous centers. 
Properties of the continuous center set are studied and an algorithm is given to determine it, 
which requires O(m210g m) time and O(m) space in the worst case, m being the number of edges 
of N. 
1. Introduction 
When choosing the location of an emergency service (fire brigade, ambulance ser- 
vice, . . .) the planner is often concerned with the largest distance from that location 
to the site occupied by a potential user. Indeed, it is well known that the severity 
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of the damage incurred rapidly increases with the delay between the departure of 
the servicemen and their arrival on the spot where the emergency occurs (see e.g. 
Hogg [9], Swersey et al. [14] and Walker et al. [16]). Moreover, such a criterion 
agrees with the idea of justice developed by Rawls [13]. Therefore, much work has 
been devoted by operation researchers to the analysis of so-called center problems. 
Two general frameworks have been considered in the study of such facility loca- 
tion problems. Location in the plane (or a higher dimension continuous space), 
sometimes limited by constraints, goes back to Sylvester [15] (see Hansen et al. [8] 
for references). Location of a center on a network was initiated by the pioneering 
work of Hakimi [6] (some particular cases had been treated previously in graph 
theory, see Berge [2]). Four types of problems arise according to restrictions of 
possible locations of the facility and/or the users to vertices or to the entire network. 
In the simplest case, a vertex is sought for, whose distance to the farthest other 
vertex is minimum. This problem is very easily solved by comparison of distance 
vectors once the distance matrix between vertices is known, see Hakimi [6]. The 
solution vertex is called center and the maximum distance from that vertex to the 
other ones, radius. The second case, where a vertex must be found, whose distance 
to the most remote point from the network is smallest, can be handled in a similar 
way when the matrix of distances between vertices and points on each edge, the far- 
thest away from them, is obtained, see Minieka [I 11. The solution vertex is called 
general center and the corresponding maximum distance general radius. The third 
case, in which the point of the network minimizing the maximum distance to any 
vertex must be determined, has attracted more attention, see Hakimi [6] and Kariv 
and Hakimi [lo]. The task of finding a solution point, called absolute center and 
the corresponding absolute radius is more involved than the two first cases. The 
fourth and most general case in which both the locations of the facility and of the 
users can be chosen anywhere on the network has been studied in much less detail. 
Frank [5] has briefly presented the principle of an algorithm to determine a solution 
point (called general absolute center by Minieka and continous center here). He sug- 
gested to extend Hakimi’s approach and a similar proposal was made later on by 
Minieka [ 11,121. Handler and Mirchandani [7] propose a split-and-bound procedure 
whose finite convergence is not guaranteed. 
In this paper, after a discussion of various centrality concepts, we continue 
Frank’s work [5] by providing (a) a detailed discussion of the problem including the 
treatment of one overlooked case, (b) a polynomial implementation of the resulting 
algorithm, and (c) a series of rules designed in order to accelerate the algorithm 
(without changing its worst-case complexity). 
2. Notations and properties 
Let N= (V, E) denote a simple (no loops or multiple edges), finite, undirected and 
connected network with n vertices and m edges. To each edge e= (Oh uj) E E is 
assigned a positive length l(e) = I(oj, Oj). 
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Each point xeN may be a vertex or on an edge. For any two points x,y E e, the 
connected subset of e limited by x and y (included) is called a subedge (x,_v) and the 
distance between x and y along e is denoted as l(x,y). 
A path P is a connected sequence of edges and subedges passing at most once 
through each vertex. The distance d(x,y) between x and y E N is equal to the length 
of a shortest path linking x and y. Thus, for XE (u;, oj) such that I(ui,x) = Bl(o;, ui>, 
0119~1, and for a given USE V, 
d(x, uk) = min{ Ol(uj, uj) d(u;, 
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and the continuous diameter by: 
&=max{d(x,y), x,y~N). 
Assuming the matrix of distances between pairs of vertices to be known, the com- 
putational complexities of the best algorithms to date to compute the various radii 
and diameters are given in Table 1. 
Table 1. Worst-case complexity of algorithms for radii and diameters 
Worst-case complexity References 
W) 
O(n210g n + mn) 
O(mn) 
O(mzlog m) 
O(n2) 
O(mn) 
o(m2) 
- 
Kariv and Hakimi [lo] 
Minieka [l l] 
This paper 
_ 
This paper 
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To compute a,, all pairs constituted of one vertex Ui and one edge (uk, u,) are con- 
sidered in turn and the remoteness a(U, (ok, uJ) is computed in constant time by the 
formula: 
J(u, (ok, u/)) = +[d(ui, ok) + d(u, ‘JI) + /(ok, uJI. 
The maximum of all these values is equal to 6,. 
Note that the point of (ok, u,) farthest from Ui is either a vertex or a bottleneck 
point (see Church and Garfinkel [4]), i.e., a point x such that 
d(ui, uk) + j(uk, X) = d(ui, u/) + l(ul, X). 
Let us now consider the relationships between the radii and diameters defined 
above. 
Theorem 1. The ratios between the various radii and diameters are bounded by the 
values given in Table 2. Moreover all bounds are best possible as shown by the net- 
works of Fig. 1. 
Proof. We present here proofs for a few representative cases. 
(i) e52e,. 
Assume that Q> 2~~. Let c, denote the absolute center, uk the center and uI a 
vertex such that d(uk, uI) = Q. Both d(uk, c,) % ,o, and d(u[, c& 5 @, by definition of c,. 
By the triangle inequality, 
2@, 2 d(‘Jk, c,) + d(u/, c,) 2 d(u,, u/) = @, 
a contradiction. 
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e 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 
ea 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Qg 00 00 1 2 a, 1 1 
PC CO 00 1 1 00 1 1 
6 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 
4 m 00 2 2 03 1 1 
4 m co 2 2 03 2 1 
. 1, 0' 5 ‘e 
P’Pg’“‘6a’“c=1 , P=P a=Pg="c =1 , 
1 
Pa=Pc= y 
s=sa=sc=2 . 
0 k 0 1 1 
When the number of vertices When k tends to infinity, 
n tends to infinity : 
9. P=Qa=pg=“c=“=&a=6c= ~ 
P=Pa=l 3 
k 
tl+m, 
where L is the length of 
Pg=pc=6a="c= 7 
the cycle. 6=2 . 
A 1 1 1 
p=p,=a=1 , 
3 p9=Pc=“a=~C= 2 .
When k tends to infinity, 
Fig. 1. Networks for which the bounds of Theorem 1 are best possible. 
(ii) 616a16,. 
Indeed by the definitions: 
6= max{d(x,y), x,yE V} 
S&=max{d(x,y), XE V, YEN} 
4f&=max{d(x,y), x,y~N}. 0 
3. The remoteness relative to an edge 
The method to find the continuous center set consists in a systematic scanning of 
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all pairs of edges. A function giving the largest distance between a point on the first 
edge and any point on the second one is computed each time and compared with 
the previous ones. The analytical form of this function is given in the next theorem, 
part (i) of which is due to Frank [5]. 
Theorem 2. Let x be a point of edge (IJ~, v,) SUCK that l(Ui, X) = e1(Vi, Vj) (0 5 04 1) 
and (u,, v,) an edge of N. The remoteness of x relative to (vk, v,) is a piecewise 
linear function in 8 given by 
(0 if (Vk, 01) f (Vi, Vj): 
ef(Vi, Vj) + i[f(Vk, VJ + d(V/, Vi> + d(Vk, Vi)], 
when 0 5 0 5 min{ Of, 13,?} ; 
3[l(ui, uj> + 4uk, ~3 + min{ d(vi, ~1) +d(Vj, uk), d(ui, ok) 
ax, (Uk, 0 = 
I 
+ d(q, 0,) II, 
when min{ et, #} i 0 I max{ et, O,?}; 
(1 - W(ui, uj) + +]4u,, VI) + d(u,, uj) + d(uk, uj)l, 
when max{ f$!, O;“> I 0 i 1. 
where 0: (or Qy) is the value of 8 corresponding to the farthest point on (Vi, Vj) 
from uk (or VI), i.e., 
of= [f(Vi, vj) + d(Vj, vk) -d(Vi, ok)]/2l(viv Vj). 
(ii) Zf (Ok, VI) = (Vi, Vj): 
r max{ 8, (1 - e)jd(v, vi), 
when ‘js = 
&Vi, Ojf- d(Vi, Vj) 
SW 
21(vi, vj) 
5 
/(Vi, Vj) + d(V, Vj) = e!j. 
WV, Vi> 
I ) 
i[d(V, Vj) + /(vi, Vj)ly 
_ otherwise. 
Proof. (i) Consider a point y of (uk, vl) such that 
l(Vk,Y)=pI(vk, vt) (osL(s l)- 
As a shortest path linking x and y passes through either vi or Vj, we have 
d&y) = mm{@, ok) + pI(uk, V,), 4x3 VI) + (I- p)I(uk, VI)). 
This is a function in p attaining its maximum value when 
P = [4x, u,) + l(ukr 0,) - 4x, uk)]/2l(uk, u,). 
Hence, 
&G (ukr VI)) =314x, uk) + d(x, 0,) + I(% V)]. (1) 
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On the other hand, 
d(x, ok) = min{ 81(oj, Uj) + d(Ui, Uk), (1 - e)l(O, Uj) + d(Uj, ok)} 
= 
L 
ef(ui, uj) + d(u;, u/c), when Or13%B,‘j’; 
(2) 
(1 - e)l(U, Uj) + d(Uj, Ok), when 15’“s 81 1 k 
with 8:~ [/(Ui, Uj) f d(Uj, uk) - d(Ui, uk)]/2f(ui, Uj). 
Similarly, 
L 
of(Ui, Uj) + d(Uh U,), when Olel8,“; 
d(x’“‘)= (l-B)l(~,,uj)+d(Uj,~,), when 0”<0<1 I 
(3) 
and Sy = [I(Ui, Uj) + d(Uj, u/) - d(Ui, U/)]/2l(Uiy Uj). Replacing (2) and (3) in (1) yields 
the desired expression of c?(x, (Ukr u[)). 
(ii) Without loss of generality, assume that 05 es+. The farthest point on 
(ui, Uj) from x is necessarily on the subedge (x, Uj). SO let Y be a point on (x, Uj) such 
that l(Ui,y) =iul(Ui, Uj) (05 t?<p< 1). Since d(ui, Uj)(l(Ui, Vi), we have: 
d&y) = min(Bl(U, Uj) + d(O, Uj> + (1 -fl)l(Ui, Uj), &- @/(vi, Uj)). (4) 
This function attains its maximum value when 
p=min(I, 8+ [I(U, uj)+d(Ui, Uj)]/21(Ui, Uj)} 
c 
0 + [l(Ui, Uj) + d(Ui, Uj)]/‘2f(Oi, Uj), 
= when 0<85 [f(U, Uj) - d(Ui, Uj)]/21(Ui, Uj) = ey; 
1, when 0/= [f(Ui, Uj) - d(Ui, Uj)]/‘Z!f(Ui, Uj) 565 i. 
By replacing (5) in (4), we obtain $x, (Oh Uj))* 0 
(5) 
The geometric interpretation of Theorem 2 is as follows: in case (i) function 
c?(x, (Uk, u,)) increases with slope f(Ui, Uj) from d(Ui, (Uk, 0,)) for 6) between 0 and 
bi,= min(f$, @}; it then retains a constant value hf, called its ceiling until 
e=.$=max{8~, C#> and then decreases with slope - f(Ui, uj) until ~(Uj, (Uk, uI)) for 
6’= 1. There are six degenerate cases (see Fig. 2). We call this function “hat” in the 
sequel. 
In case (ii) function $x, (Dir Uj)) takes a constant value hi for B = 0 to 0 = bi = ey, 
Fig. 2. Function d’(x, (ok, 01)) when x$ (ok, 01). 
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it then decreases with slope - I(ui, uj) until I!?= +, increases with slope I(o,, uj) until 
0 =syj = tiy and remains constant and equal to ht until 8 = 1. There is one 
degenerate case (see Fig. 3). 
Fig. 3. Function c?(x, (II;, Uj)) when XE (Ui, 0,). 
Notice that the latter function can be viewed as the maximum of two degenerate 
hat functions. To simplify matters when describing the algorithm, we adopt this 
view from now. Function &.) is then the upper envelope of m + 1 hat functions. 
The following consequences of Theorem 2, allow to show easily that certain edges 
of the network do not intersect the continuous center set or are closer than others 
from a given edge. 
Let eopr denote an upper bound on the continuous radius of the network. Such 
an upper bound may be obtained by a heuristic algorithm or correspond to the 
smallest value yet found when searching for the continuous center set. 
Corollary 3. Let (vi, uj) E E. If 
id(Oi) + d(“j) - l(“i9 uj)1/2 > @opt, 
where d(ui) = max{d(& uk), nk E v>, then (u;, Uj) contains no point of C. 
Proof. When XE (Ui, Uj), d(x) 2 [d(Ui) + d(Uj> - f(Ui, Uj)]/2 as shown by Handler and 
Mirchandani [7]. Since a(~;) 1 d(uJ and ;f(Uj) 2 d(uj), the distance from any point x 
on (Ui, Uj) to the farthest one from it on the network is larger than eopt. 0 
Corollary 4. If (U, Uj) and (uk, U[) E E are such that 
min{a(ui, (uk, VI)), J(Oj9 (Uk, 01))) > @opt, 
then (u, Uj) contains no point of C. 
Proof. Let XE (Ui, Uj), d(X) 12(X, (Uk, 01)). Since the latter function is concave: 
&% (ok, 0,)) 2 min{ a(ui? (ok, u/)), a(uj, (uk, ul))) 
and the result follows. 0 
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Corollary 5. If for (vi, vj) and (vk, v,) E E, hf,< +S, then the values taken by the cor- 
responding hat function are lower than Q,. 
Proof. A direct consequence of +S<Q, (see Theorem 1). 0 
Corollary 6. Let (ok*, v,*) be such that 
h$,* = max{ hf,, (vk, Q) E E) . 
If for (ok, VI) E E\ {(VP, ~~11: 
h$, I min{$i(ui, (D~*v/*)), d(vj, (vk*, it*))), 
then J(x, (ok, III)) 5 Q,, VXE (vi, vj). 
Proof. The hat function associated with (vkr 0,) takes no value larger than the cor- 
responding value of the hat function associated with (uk*, u,*). q 
Corollary 7. Let (Oh Uj), (ok, vl) and (v,, vq) E E. 
;t(X, (Ok, U[)) 2 a(X, (Opt Dq)), VX E (Vi, oj>9 
if and only if hjq5min{fi(bjq), fi(s&>}, where f$(0) is the hat function 
associated with (vi, Oj) and (ok, VI). 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the form of the hat functions (see 
Fig. 4). 0 
Fig. 4. Hat functions of Corollary 7. 
4. Algorithm 
A local continuous center (LCC) of an edge (Oh Vj) EE is a point X* of (Vi, ui) 
such that: 
&X*)=min{&Y), XE(vi>Vj)}* 
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Its remoteness, d(x*), is the local continuous radius (LCR) of (Ui, Uj) and is denoted 
by Q,(ui, uj)* 
Given the definition of the continuous center and radius: 
and the LCC x* for which a(~*) = Q, is a continuous center of N. 
The method developed here to find an LCC of an edge is analogous to the one 
proposed by Kariv and Hakimi [lo] to find a local absolute center in the weighted 
case. 
Consider a given edge (ui, uj) E E. To begin with, we shall assume that the m + 1 
hat functions are ordered by increasing values of their ceiling. The kth hat function, 
1 i k 5 m + 1, is now denoted by d(x, e,J and its corresponding triple by (bk, sk, hk). 
We have: 
1 
hk - (bk - e)l(ui9 Uj), if OsBsbk, 
d(x, ek) = hk, if bk105sk, 
hk+(Sk-e)l(Ui,Uj), if s,rerl. 
For each integer k, 1~ ks m + 1, let Jck’(x) be the upper envelope of functions 
d(x,ei), . . . , d(x, ek), i.e., 
Sk’(x) = max{ &x, e,) , 1~ IS k) , x E (Ui, Uj) . 
Obviously, dcrn+ l’(x) = a(x). Each 8)(x) is a piecewise linear function of 8 with the 
slopes Of its line segments equal t0 - I(U, Uj), 0 or + I(Ui, Uj). Let ~5~~) = (ti”, tik’, . . . , 
tE’> be the ordered list of the abscissas of the points where d(@(.) breaks, i.e., 
0 = th@ < tik) < ..- <t$= 1. Then for each I, 1 (Irp,, the value of ack)(x), 
BE [t’:_‘,, tjk’], is given by: 
d(k)(x) = iPk’( T( tf! 1)) + 
Sk)( T@Jk’)) - ilCk)( qtp ,)) 
W 
(k) (4 t/ -t/-1 
(0 - 4- 1) 
where T(dk’), 1= 0, . . . ,pk, denotes the point of (Ui, Uj) corresponding to tjk), i.e.: 
l(U, r(tlk’)) = tjk’f(Ui, Uj)* 
Consequently, the function dck)(x) is fully described by the list ~5~~) and by its 
values at the points of L (k) We denote by Lck)(tl, tz), the ordered partial list of Lck) .
which contains all the elements ty) of Lck) such that t, s tjk’ 5 t 
We shall now describe how to obtain the list Lck+ ‘) and the c&responding values 
of Jck+l)(.) at the points of Lck’l) from the list Lck), the values of ack)(.) at the 
points of Lck) and the triple (bk+ 1, Sk+ 1 ,h,, 1) corresponding to the (k + 1)th hat 
function li(x,ek+,). Given the definition of 8k’(x), we have: 
dck + l’(x) = maxi &k’(x) ) d(x, ek + ,)} . 
Moreover, given the order of the hat functions, for each 1, 1~1~ k, we have 
h+hk+ i- This implies that 
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8k+1)(~)=&x,ek+i), for bk+,SO~sk+, 
(see Fig. 5). Thus, L (k+l)(bk+,,++,)=(bk+,,++, > and 
dck+‘)(T(b,+,))=d (k+lmk+l))=h+l. 
Fig. 5. c?(x, ek+ 1) and 8)(x). 
Moreover, unless the functions d(. , e k+ i) and 8)(. ) coincide along a whole seg- 
ment, they can intersect at most at two points: one in the interval [0, bk+ ,] and the 
other in the interval [sk + i, I]. 
Consider the interval [O, bk+ ,I. 
(a) If c7( .,ek+J does not intersect a’@(.) in [O,bk+,], then d(k+l)(~)=$x,ek+l), 
fOr0585bk+i. ThusL (k+l)(O,bk+,)=(O,bk+,) with d(k+l)(T(0))=d(k+l)(uj)=hk+, 
- b/c+ ,j(u;, uj). 
(b) If$., ek+ i) intersects ack’( .) in [0, bk+ ,], it either intersects ack)( .) at a single 
point of abscissa &+i or it coincides with @‘( .) along a line segment of minimal 
abscissa t’, + , . 
In both cases, 
iP+‘)(x)= d’k’(X) ~(x ek’ ,) ;; !FyzBf:,;, 
I +7 - k+l. 
Consequently, L ‘k+l)(O,bk+,)=L(k)(O,&+,)U(ftk+,,bk+,)r and dck’ ‘)(T(&+ i)) = 
‘k+, - &+, - &+ $(,A, uj>. 
Similarly, in the interval [Sk+ i, 11: 
(a) If d(., ek+ i) does not intersect ack)( .), then Lck+ ‘)(sk+ ,, 1) = (Sk+ i, I) and 
a’k’ “(T(1)) =d’k’ “(Oj) = hk+ 1 $ (Sk+ 1 - l)l(~;, Uj). 
(b) If d( ., ek+ i) intersects ack’(. ) in [sk+ i, 11, let c+ I be the largest value of 8 
where f&V, ek + 1) = dck’(X). Then, LCk + t)($+ , 9 l)=(Sk+,,~+,)UL’k’(~+,,l) and 
~(k+l)(T(~+,))=hk+,+(Sk+,-tk+,)&;,Uj). 
Practically, only one list L will be used in the algorithm. This list will progressive- 
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ly be updated by inserting or deleting some elements. For convenience, the current 
value of @‘(T(t)), t E L, will be denoted by D(t). Moreover, for any t E L, the ele- 
ment of L before (respectively after) t is denoted by PR(t) (respectively N(t)), i.e., 
PR(t)=max{t’EL, t’<t}, for MEL, t#O, 
N(t)=min{t’EL, t’>t}, for tEL, tfl. 
Finally, when &a L, consider the two elements of L, say T and N(i) such that 
i< t’, < N(i). As along [< N(?)], D(f) is either constant or decreasing with slope - I,, 
to compute &, we only need i, D(T) and ds, =D(N(i)). We have: 
D(i) + b&u;, U/) - hk 
4ui, Uj) ’ 
if O(F) = ds,; 
&= 
D(T) + b$(b;, Uj) + il(ui, Uj) - h, 
21(Ui, uj) 
3 otherwise. 
(6) 
Analogously, ?, D(t) and D(PR(t)) = ds2, where P&t) < t’, < t are sufficient to 
compute 6: 
hk + sJ(ui, u;) -D(i) 
l(ui9 uj) ’ 
hk + Sk/( Dir ui) + Z!( ui, uj) - D(i) 
21(Ui, uj) 
9 
if D(T) = ds,, 
otherwise. 
(7) 
Algorithm 1. LCC on an edge (u, uj) of N. 
Initialization: 
Assign k 6 0, L + CO,1 >, D(0) + 0 and D( 1) + 0. 
Proceed to the next hat function 
If k = m + 1 then go to 12. Else, assign k+ k + 1. 
Treatment of the interval [0, bk] 
If bk = 0, then assign dsz + D(O), D(0) + hk, t + 0 and go to 9. 
FIND and assign i+ max{ t E L, t I bk} and ds2 + D(F). 
If T= bk then go to 5, else go to 6. 
(?= bk) Assign ds, -D(i), D(i) + hk. 
If dsl = h, then go to 9. Else assign it PI?(i) and go to 7. 
(i# bk) Assign dsl + D@‘(T)) and INSERT bk in L. 
Here, we have three possible cases following that D(F) is equal, lower 
or greater than h, - (bk - i)l(u;, uj). 
In the first case (D(T) = hk - (bk - i)l(ui, Uj)), go to 8. 
In the second case D(i) < hk- (bk - i)f(Ui, Uj)), if t = 0 then assign 
D(0) t hk- bk and go to 8. Else, assign dsl t D(F), s + F, t+ PZ?(i), 
DELETE s from L and return to the beginning of this step. 
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8 
9 
In the third case (D(T) > hk - (bk - F)l(U, Uj)), using formula (6), com- 
pute 6, assign D(c) + hk - (bk - &)l(Ui, Uj), INSERT & in L and go 
to 8. 
Assign ?-N(i) (Now, ?=bs). 
Treatment of the interval [bk,sk] 
If bk =sk then go to 10. Else assign t-N(?). 
As long as i<Q, assign ds2 + D(i), s + t, t t N(F) and DELETE s 
from L. 
If i=Sk, then assign ds, + D(sk), D(sk) + hk. Else, INSERT Sk in L 
and assign D(sk) + hk, it sk. 
10 
11 
12 
Treatment of the interval [Sk, l] 
If Sk = 1 or ds2 = hk go to 2. Else assign t+ N(i). 
If o(r) = hk -k (sk - @(O;, Uj) then g0 t0 2. 
If o(i) < hk + (Sk - ?)f(U;, Uj) then assign ds, + o(f),, S + i, it N(T), 
DELETE s from L and return to the beginning of this step. 
If o(t) > h, + (Sk - @(U;, Uj) then compute c using formula (7), IN- 
SERT $ in L, assign o(c) * hk + (sk - ~)l(U, Uj) and go to 2. 
LCC and LCR 
FIND in L a point t* for which D( .) is minimum. 
Each point T(t*) of (oh Uj) is an LCC and the value D(t*) is the LCR 
of (u;, Uj). 
Proposition 8. Algorithm 1 determines the local continuous centers of an edge 
(Ui, Ui) of N in O(m log m) operations in the worst case. 
Proof. As explained above, the algorithm progressively constructs the function d( .) 
along (oh Uj). At each iteration, the function @‘( .) is derived from d(k-1)( .) and 
d(. , ek). The interval [0, bk] is treated first. The point iof L such that ?= max(t E L, 
t 5 bk} is found. Next, all the elements t; of L such that ti< tand D(t;) < dck’(ti) are 
deleted from L and the point & is inserted. In order to compute &, the value 
D(N(ti)) is each time stored in ds,. 
Next, the segment [bk,sk] is treated. All the elements ti of L such that bk< ti<sk 
are deleted from L and bk and Sk are inserted (if they were not already in L). 
Finally, concerning the interval [Sk, 11, all the elements ti of L such that fi>Sk and 
D(ti)<dck)(tj) are progressively deleted from L. When the first ti E L such that 
t;>sk and D(t,)2dck)(ti) is encountered, c is computed and inserted in L. As for 
the interval [0, bk], the value D(PR(t;)) is stored in ds2. 
Regarding computational complexity, at each iteration, at most four points (t’,, 
bk, Sk, $J can be added to L and the number of elements of L is at most 4(m+ 1). 
Thus, the total number of the operations INSERT and DELETE executed in this 
algorithm is at most 4(m + 1). The operation FIND is performed m + 1 times (at step 
4). At each iteration the operations PR( .) and N( .) can be performed, without the 
operations DELETE or INSERT, at most four times (at steps 5, 8, 9 and 10). Conse- 
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quently, the total number of the operations FIND, DELETE, INSERT, PR( .) and 
N( .) executed in this algorithm is at most of order O(m). 
Moreover, as in the algorithm for the local absolute weighted center of Kariv and 
Hakimi [lo], an ordered 2-3 tree is used to store the ordered list L. The depth of 
this 2-3 tree is at most of order O(log m) (see Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman [l]). 
Finally, as the number of elementary steps required to perform the operations 
FIND, DELETE, INSERT, PR( .) and N( .) is proportional to the depth of the 2-3 
tree, the computational complexity of this algorithm is O(m log m). 0 
Algorithm 2. The absolute center set and the absolute radius of N. 
1 
2 
For each edge (ui, uj) of E (with i< j to avoid duplication), compute 
the m + 1 hat functions and sort them by increasing value of their ceil- 
ing. We obtain a list (d( ., eJ, d( ., ez), .. . , d( ., e,, 1)) such that 
hkShk+,, k= 1, . . . . m. 
Apply Algorithm 1 to find the LCR and the LCC(s) of (u;, Uj). 
The minimum LCR on the edges of N is the continuous radius of N. 
Any LCC having a remoteness equal to this minimum LCR is a con- 
tinuous center of N. 
Proposition 9. Algorithm 2 determines the continuous center set and the con- 
tinuous radius of a network in O(m210g m) operations in the worst case. 
Proof. For each edge (ui, Uj) of E, the m + 1 hat functions are computed in con- 
stant time using Theorem 2. The sorting of these functions requires O(m log m) 
operations with, e.g., heapsort (see Aho, Hopcroft and Ullman [l]). As these opera- 
tions must be performed for each edge (Vi, uj) of N, the overall computational com- 
plexity is 0(m210g m). q 
Algorithm 2 together with the elimination techniques described in Corollaries 
3-7 has been coded in Pascal and tested on a CDC CYBER 170/150 computer. For 
n =5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 vertices, four test problems were each time randomly 
generated with density= (2n)/(n(n - 1)) = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. 
All the problems were solved in less than 200 seconds CPU. The methods describ- 
ed in Corollaries 3 and 4 allowed to eliminate 56.3% of edges in average. For the 
44.7% of remaining edges, i.e., those for which an exhaustive search for local 
minima is required, the techniques of Corollaries 5, 6 and 7 permit to eliminate 
76.5% of hat functions before computing the upper envelope. 
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